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Summary

1. The biodiversity of mixed-species samples of arthropods can be characterized by shotgun sequencing of bulk

genomicDNA and subsequent bioinformatics assembly of mitochondrial genomes. Here, we tested the power of

mitochondrial metagenomics by conducting Illumina sequencing onmixtures of >2600 individuals of leaf beetles
(Chrysomelidae) from 10 communities.

2. Patterns of species richness, community dissimilarity and biomass were assessed from matches of reads

against three reference databases, including (i) a custom set of mitogenomes generated for 156 species (89% of

species in the study); (ii) mitogenomes obtained by the de novo assembly of sequence reads from the real-world

communities; and (iii) a custom set ofDNAbarcode (cox1-50) sequences.
3. Species detection against the custom-built reference genomes was very high (>90%). False presences were rare

against mitogenomes but slightly higher against the barcode references. False absences were mainly due to the

incompleteness of the reference databases and, thus, more prevalent in the de novo data set. Biomass (abun-

dance 9 body length) and read numbers were strongly correlated, demonstrating the potential of mitochondrial

metagenomics for studies of species abundance.

4. Aphylogenetic tree from the mitogenomes showed high congruence with known relationships in Chrysomeli-

dae. Patterns of taxonomic and phylogenetic dissimilarity between sites were highly consistent with data from

morphological identifications.

5. The power of mitochondrial metagenomics results from the possibility of rapid assembly of mitogenomes

from mixtures of specimens and the use of read counts for accurate estimates of key parameters of biodiversity

directly from community samples.

Key-words: beta diversity, biodiversity monitoring, Chrysomelidae, Coleoptera, genome skim-

ming, mitometagenomics, next-generation sequencing, phylobeta

Introduction

The lack of rapid, inexpensive and accurate species identifica-

tion has been a major limitation for the study of biodiversity

and ecosystems, in particular for small-bodied, species-rich

groups of animals that constitute most of the known diversity

on Earth (Wilson 1988). While specimens can be gathered

readily using standardized collecting methods, their further

study is frequently impossible due to insufficient taxonomic

expertise (the so-called Linnaean shortfall; Brown&Lomolino

1998; Whittaker et al. 2005). Identification with molecular

markers via DNA barcoding (Hebert, Ratnasingham &

deWaard 2003) equally requires a high input of resources

(Stein et al. 2014). Even greater efforts may be necessary in

ecological and evolutionary studies that require information

on other facets of biodiversity, such as species abundance or

phylogenetic relationships. However, high-throughput

sequencing technologies (HTS) offer new avenues for studying

complex assemblages (Baird & Hajibabaei 2012; Yu et al.

2012; Bohmann et al. 2014) and have the potential to go

beyond basic species lists, for an integrative approach to biodi-

versity science (Cristescu 2014).

Recent proposals for HTS for biodiversity studies have used

PCR-based ‘metabarcoding’ for characterizing mixed-speci-

mens samples or environmental samples (Shokralla et al.

2012; Gibson et al. 2014), but suffer from various shortcom-
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ings, such as overestimation of species richness due to the

amplification of nuclear mitochondrial pseudogenes (numts)

(Song et al. 2008) or underestimation due to the difficulty of

amplification with universal primers covering a broad taxo-

nomic range (Deagle et al. 2014). Alternatively, PCR-free

methods have focused on the assembly of mitochondrial ge-

nomes from shotgun sequencing of specimen mixtures (Tang

et al. 2015; C. And�ujar, P. Arribas, F. Ruzicka, A. Crampton-

Platt, M.J.T.N. Timmermans, A.P. Vogler, under review; A.

Crampton-Platt, M.J.T.N Timmermans, M.L. Gimmel, S.N.

Kutty, T.D. Cockerill, C.V. Khen, A.P. Vogler, under review).

Mitogenomes are readily amenable to ‘genome skimming’, by

which the high-copy portion of the genome is assembled from

libraries sequenced at low depth (Straub et al. 2012). When

applied to mixtures of total DNA from multiple species, doz-

ens or even hundreds of mitogenomes can be assembled from

raw reads (Zhou et al. 2013; Gillett et al. 2014; A. Crampton-

Platt, M.J.T.N Timmermans, M.L. Gimmel, S.N. Kutty, T.D.

Cockerill, C.V. Khen, A.P. Vogler, under review). The result-

ing contigs can be exploited for the well-established uses of

mtDNA in species identification (Hebert, Ratnasingham &

deWaard 2003), phylogenetics (Cameron 2014) and phyloge-

ography (Avise 2000), whose conclusions are strengthened

with the greater amount of data from whole mitochondrial ge-

nomes (e.g. Ma et al. 2012; Cameron 2014; Gillett et al. 2014).

Besides, shotgun sequencing approaches would also provide

better estimation of species richness in the genomic mixture as

the recovery of (single-copy) numts would be suppressed,

except perhaps for some genomes with very high loads of

recent numts (Bensasson et al. 2001). In addition, as no PCR-

induced biases are introduced, direct sequencing of biodiver-

sity samples may inform about species abundance (Taberlet

et al. 2012). Hence, the same biotic sample could be analysed

to obtain insights simultaneously on species composition,

abundance, genetic variation and evolutionary relationships.

Before mitochondrial metagenomics is widely used for

studying unknown biodiversity, key parameters have to be

examined carefully. A distinction is needed between ‘read-

based’ analyses that establish the occurrence of taxa by match-

ing sequence reads against a known reference data, such as

DNA barcodes or full mitochondrial genomes, and ‘contig-

based’ analyses that aim at the de novo assembly of mitoge-

nomes from themixture of sequence reads. HTS studies to date

have usually followed the read-based approach by comparing

sequences (usually PCR amplicons) with existing reference

libraries, such as the BOLD or SILVA databases (Shokralla et al.

2012; Gibson et al. 2014). The success of identifications largely

depends on the completeness and taxonomic resolution of such

databases and their representation of loci. The alternative

‘contig-based’ approach remains less well-established and so

far has been explored only on mixtures of distantly related

individuals in particular for phylogenetics (Gillett et al. 2014)

and for proof-of-principle studies of contrived communities

(Zhou et al. 2013; Tang et al. 2015).

The utility of mitochondrial metagenomics in biodiversity

surveys will depend on the degree to which inferred species

occurrences are reliable and provide consistent measures of

within and between sample diversity. Any errors with species

detection would then lead to incorrect conclusions about alpha

and beta diversity and the ecological correlates of species diver-

sity that are frequently the focus of biodiversity studies (e.g.

Yu et al. 2012). Therefore, before mitochondrial metagenom-

ics can be applied to complex specimen mixtures, it is required

to explore the performance of this approach for species detec-

tion, including the relevance of potential factors that may

cause incorrect inferences about species occurrences. For

example, the outcome of pooled genome sequencing could be

affected by the assembly process itself and the possibility of chi-

merical contigs or the blanket failure of contig formation in the

face of genetic variation, in particular if close relatives are pres-

ent in the specimen pool.

To test the performance of mitochondrial metagenomics, a

controlled analysis is needed against existing data obtained

with conventional methods of species inventories. Here, we

formalize an approach that combines read-based and contig-

based uses of HTS to generate fast and cost-effective reference

libraries of mitochondrial genomes against which raw reads

from low-coverage sequencing of full communities can be com-

pared, targeting the full mitochondrial genome. We use sam-

ples of known specimens previously used to assess the diversity

of communities of leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae) in the Iberian

Peninsula that have already been studied using morphological

identification and DNA barcoding (Baselga, G�omez-

Rodr�ıguez & Vogler, 2015). Ten local assemblages with

altogether >2600 specimens of 171 species were subjected to

shotgun metagenomic sequencing and de novo assembly to

generate a set of mitochondrial contigs. In parallel, we built a

nearly complete reference library of mitochondrial genomes by

pooled shotgun sequencing of one representative for each spe-

cies under uniform DNA concentrations. The 10 communities

were then assessed for species richness, abundance and com-

munity dissimilarity patterns with the read-based matching

against (i) PCR-barcodes from Baselga, G�omez-Rodr�ıguez &

Vogler (2015), (ii) the custom-built mitochondrial reference

genomes and (iii) de novo assembled mitochondrial genomes

from the shotgun sequencing of the bulk community samples.

The latter reference set is of particular interest because it can be

generated directly from the studied community without the

requirement for any external sequencing resources, such as a

PCR-barcodes database or a purpose-built database of mito-

chondrial genomes.

Materials andmethods

DNA SAMPLES, PCR-BARCODES LIBRARY AND PCR-

DERIVED PHYLOGENETIC TREES

DNA samples and PCR-barcodes (cox1-50) come from communities of

leaf beetles (Chrysomelidae) that had been sampled using a standard-

ized protocol (beating of vegetation for 20 sampling periods of 30 min)

along a north–south transect of the Iberian Peninsula (Baselga,

G�omez-Rodr�ıguez&Vogler, 2015). Thus, the present study is based on

2607 morphologically identified specimens from 171 species and 10

collecting sites (from a total of 4533 specimens and 202 species from 20
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sites in the original study, Appendix S1). In the following, the existing

barcode database will be referred to as ‘PCR-barcodes’. Linnaean spe-

cies and barcode-derived entities were highly congruent, except for two

pairs of sister species (Baselga et al. 2013). Phylogenetic relationships

of these species were inferred from the barcode fragment (Appendix

S2a) and from a 4-loci tree (cox1-30, cox1-50, rrnL and 18S) based on

newly generated data (Appendix S2b).

L IBRARY PREPARATION FOR HTS

Illumina TruSeq libraries were prepared from pooled DNA extracts of

single individuals that had been stored at �80°C for 3 years. First, a

‘mitochondrial reference library’ (‘MitoRL’) was generated from a sin-

gle representative of each species in the community set (171 + 5 species

from an adjacent locality, see Appendix S1). DNA concentrations were

adjusted for uniform read coverage of species in the pool by adding

different volumes of DNA extract according to four size classes

(‘large’ = 0�67 lL, ‘intermediate’ = 2 lL, ‘small’ = 5 lL and ‘very

small’ = 50 lL;Appendix S3). Secondly, to profile species assemblages

in each sampling locality, 10 separate libraries were constructed by

pooling DNA extracts from every individual found at that locality at

an equal volume of 3 lL per specimen, hereafter called ‘local assem-

blage libraries’ (‘LocL’). DNA pooling aimed to mimic mass DNA

extraction of specimens in bulk. These pools included DNA from 156

to 336 specimens (found at localityHORandLAS, respectively), repre-

senting 27 (HOR) to 67 (ANC) species and between 99 (HOR) and 156

(ADS) cox1-50 haplotypes (Table 1 andAppendix S1).

For the MitoRL, a TruSeq PCR-free library with an insert size of

550 bp was prepared. For each LocL, the DNA mixture was sheared

for a TruSeq library aiming an insert size of 800 bp. Sequencing was

performed on an IlluminaMiSeq sequencer for 2 9 300 bp paired-end

reads (MitoRL: 600 cycles, reagent kit version 3) or 2 9 250 bp

paired-end reads (LocL samples: 500 cycles, reagent kit version 2). A

117% flow cell on the MiSeq was used for the MitoRL, while each

LocLwas sequenced on 20%of aMiSeq flow cell (Appendix S3).

ASSEMBLY OF MITOGENOMES, REFERENCE LIBRARIES

CONSTRUCTION AND LEAF BEETLE PHYLOGENY

The assembly of mitochondrial contigs followed A. Crampton-Platt,

M.J.T.N Timmermans, M.L. Gimmel, S.N. Kutty, T.D. Cockerill,

C.V. Khen, A.P. Vogler (under review). In brief, trimmed reads were

reduced to putative mitochondrial reads using BLAST (e-value <10�5)

against a database of mitochondrial genomes of Coleoptera (M.J.T.N.

Timmermans, C. Barton, J. Haran, D. Ahrens, L. Culverwell, S. Dods-

worth, P.G. Foster, L. Bocak, A.P. Vogler, under review). Mitochon-

drial reads were de novo assembled with NEWBLER 2.7 (identity in

overlap = 99%; minimum overlap length = 150 bp) and IDBA-UD 1.1.1

(maximum k-value = 250 bp and minimum k-value = 80 bp). Reads

used for IDBA-UD assembly were trimmed to 250 bp. Assembled contigs

were filtered again to remove non-mitochondrial DNA contigs using

the same procedure as above. Identical or very similar contigs produced

by different assemblers were merged with the ‘De Novo Assembly’

function in GENEIOUS 5.6 (minimum overlap = 500 bp; minimum over-

Table 1. Known species richness and estimates from various high-throughput sequencing (HTS)-based profiling methods. Shown are richness esti-

mates, number of true presences (TP), false presences (FP), false absences (FA), true absences (TA) and profiling success (PS = TP + TA/

TP + FP + FA + TA). False absences strictly due to failure of the profiling are differentiated from total number of false absences that includes those

that remain undetected due to the incompleteness of the reference library (given in brackets). This affects 24 species missing from the MitoRL, six

species fromPCR-barcodes and 96 species fromDeNovoRLdatabase

Morpho

MitoRL PCR-barcodes

Richness Richness PS [%] TP TA FP FA Richness PS [%] TP TA FP FA

ADS 41 37 93�1 33 129 4 2 (8) 39 94�2 35 127 4 6 (6)

ANC 67 57 92�0 55 105 2 1 (12) 58 93�6 57 104 1 8 (10)

EUM 41 36 94�8 34 131 2 2 (7) 44 94�8 38 125 6 2 (3)

HOR 27 26 97�1 24 145 2 1 (3) 25 97�7 24 144 1 3 (3)

JCB 36 36 96�6 33 135 3 0 (3) 35 97�1 33 134 2 3 (3)

LAS 56 50 92�0 46 114 4 3 (10) 48 91�9 45 113 3 10 (11)

MAC 49 43 95�4 42 124 1 0 (7) 50 95�9 46 119 4 2 (3)

OMA 45 41 94�3 38 126 3 0 (7) 45 95�3 41 123 4 3 (4)

SAN 47 47 95�4 43 123 4 0 (4) 45 96�5 43 123 2 4 (4)

TUE 48 39 92�5 37 124 2 3 (11) 39 94�8 39 124 0 8 (9)

DeNovoRL

Richness PS [%] TP TA FP FA

ADS 26 88�3 24 127 2 3 (18)

ANC 38 81�9 37 103 1 2 (30)

EUM 26 89�5 24 129 2 1 (16)

HOR 21 94�7 20 142 1 1 (8)

JCB 27 92�4 25 133 2 0 (11)

LAS 35 83�6 32 111 3 2 (25)

MAC 37 87�7 33 117 4 2 (17)

OMA 26 87�1 25 124 1 2 (21)

SAN 36 87�1 31 118 5 2 (17)

TUE 28 86�0 26 121 2 1 (22)
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lap identity = 99%). Contigs of <3000 bp in length or with fewer than

two full protein-coding genes were removed because of their presumed

low phylogenetic information content. Contigs >15 000 bp were

checked for circularity, that is the presence of identical nucleotide

sequence on both ends of the contigs, indicating that the mitogenome

was sequenced in full. Gene annotations followed A. Crampton-Platt,

M.J.T.N Timmermans, M.L. Gimmel, S.N. Kutty, T.D. Cockerill,

C.V. Khen, A.P. Vogler (under review) using annotations of tRNA

genes to delimit protein-coding regions that were mapped against the

Crioceris duodecimpunctata mitochondrion (NC_003372). Fragments

representing >50% of a given gene were aligned with transAlign (Bin-

inda-Emonds 2005).

For the MitoRL reference set, multiple non-overlapping contigs

might represent a single mitogenome (‘sibling contigs’), which were

identified based on close phylogenetic relationships and identical geo-

graphic distributions inferred with the assemblage profiling method

explained below (Appendix S4). Taxonomic assignment of contigs was

by matches to the PCR-barcodes database (Baselga, G�omez-

Rodr�ıguez & Vogler, 2015) with BLAST (e-value = 10�5; identity ≥98%;

blast length ≥250 bp). The position in the phylogenetic tree was used to

assign names for a small number of species lacking the cox1-50.
Local assemblage libraries were assembled individually (‘LocL #1–

#10’) and combined for all 10 libraries (‘CombL’). Contigs from the

LocL and CombL libraries were combined into the ‘de novo reference

library’ (‘DeNovoRL’), but due to the complexities of incompletely

assembled contigs within and among libraries, only those contigs were

retained that included the region of nad2, cox1 and cox2 (minimum

length of 3234 bp, plus any length on either side of this region), to

ensure each contig corresponds to a different mitogenome (Appendix

S5). Closely related contigs were assessed with the generalized mixed

Yule coalescent (GMYC,Pons et al. 2006)method for species delimita-

tion (gmyc function, splits package) on a trimmed matrix (only nad2,

cox1 and cox2). Multiple representatives of a GMYC group were

retained in theDeNovoRL.

For the MitoRL and DeNovoRL reference libraries, ANOVAs were

used to evaluate whether the success of species recovery was related to

the species average body length, the degree of phylogenetic relatedness

in the sample (defined by the number of congeneric species), the intra-

specific variability in the combined sample (defined by the number of

haplotypes based on sanger-derived cox1-50 [from the PCR-barcodes

database], only for DeNovoRL) or the abundance (only for DeNo-

voRL). All variables were natural-log-transformed. Average body

length was extracted from various literature sources or measured from

the authors’ specimens (see Appendix S3).

In order to build the most comprehensive phylogeny of Chrysomeli-

dae based on mitogenomes, the MitoRL database was complemented

by sequences fromDeNovoRL for taxa withmore complete data in the

latter (Appendix S6). This final data set was used to build a maximum-

likelihood bootstrap tree (rapid bootstrapping with GTRCAT model,

samplings = 100). Trees were constructed with RAxML-HPC2 in Ci-

pres (Miller, Pfeiffer & Schwartz 2010), using a GTRGAMMA model, par-

titioning by gene and with Psacothea hilaris (Cerambycidae) as

outgroup.

ASSESSMENT OF CHIMERA FORMATION

As a test system for the error rates in de novo assembly of bulk

DNA samples, we used contigs in the DeNovoRL and compared

them against the complete circular genomes (n = 85) assembled in

the MitoRL. Closed-circular genomes showing an exact match of

overlapping sequences at both ends of the contig were assumed to

be non-chimeric. NEWBLER and IDBA-UD contigs >1000 bp were

divided into 200-bp fragments, and for each fragment, a BLAST

search (e-value = 10�5) was conducted against the full mitochon-

drial genomes in the MitoRL. A contig was considered to be chi-

meric when the fragments had their best BLAST match with two or

more different circular reference genomes, indicating that the assem-

bly produced heterospecific contigs.

SPECIES ASSEMBLAGE PROFIL ING

A presence/absence matrix was built by matching the reads from

each local assemblage library (LocL) against the three reference

libraries (MitoRL, PCR-barcodes, DeNovoRL) using BLAST

(e-value = 10�10, identity ≥98%; blast length ≥150 bp). For hits

against MitoRL and DeNovoRL, only protein-coding genes were

considered and a stringent criterion for species detection in a local-

ity was applied, requiring that the number of reads for a given spe-

cies at a site was ≥1% of the total number of reads for that species

across all sites. The success of the assemblage profiling was evalu-

ated with a contingency table summarizing the number of true and

false presences and absences against the known distribution from

morphological counts. The profiling success (PS) was calculated for

each local assemblage as PS = TP + TA/(TP + FP + FA + TA),

where TP and FP are the number of true and false presences, and

TA and FA are true and false absences.

The number of BLAST hits was also used to test whether species bio-

mass is correlated with the number of reads recovered for the species.

Biomass was estimated as the product of number of individuals and

species body length. The number of BLAST hits was corrected for the

length of each mitogenome fragment (protein-coding genes) in the Mi-

toRL and DeNovoRL, and Pearson correlations on the natural-log-

transformed values were performed.

ASSESSMENT OF DIVERSITY PATTERNS

The correspondence between alpha diversity estimates based on read

profiling and morphological species was assessed with a Pearson cor-

relation for each locality. Congruence in patterns of assemblage dis-

similarity (beta diversity) was assessed based on the overall

heterogeneity in assemblage composition (multiple-site dissimilarity)

and the pairwise pattern of assemblage differences (pairwise dissimi-

larities). We considered both taxonomic (occurrence and abundance-

based) and phylogenetic dissimilarity among localities and differenti-

ated the turnover (bsim) and nestedness-resultant (bsne) components

following the framework of Baselga (2010), which was extended to

phylogenetic dissimilarity by Leprieur et al. (2012) and to differences

in species abundance by Baselga (2013). Multiple-site dissimilarity

was computed with functions beta.multi or beta.phylo.multi, and

pairwise dissimilarity matrices were computed with functions beta.-

pair (presence/absence data), bray.part (abundance data) or beta.-

phylo.pair in the betapart package (Baselga & Orme 2012). For

analyses of phylogenetic dissimilarity (phylobetadiversity), different

phylogenetic trees were used for congruence with the respective refer-

ence library used in assemblage profiling: the tree generated from

mitochondrial genomes, the barcodes tree (Appendix S2b) and a

pruned DeNovoRL tree, with a single tip per GMYC. The 4-loci

tree derived by PCR (Appendix S2a) was used for analyses based on

morphological species. At each level of analysis, Mantel tests were

used to assess the congruence between the dissimilarity matrices

based on morphological species and the assemblage profiles based on

sequence reads.
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Results

MITOCHONDRIAL GENOMES ASSEMBLY AND

REFERENCE LIBRARIES BUILDING

The mitogenome reference library (MitoRL) included

25�4*106 reads, of which 8�23% were putative mitochondrial

reads. A total of 179 contigs matched the minimal length crite-

ria after merging contigs produced by both assemblers, of

which 85 contigs were circular mitogenomes and 101 contigs

contained all protein-coding genes (see Appendices S7 and S8

for details on assembly results). Further merging of incomplete

mitochondrial genomes (sibling contigs) (Appendix S4)

resulted in a final composition of the MitoRL of 156 putative

mitogenomes that matched known morphological species in

all except three cases (Appendix S4).We did not observe differ-

ences in the average body length (ANOVA F1,169 = 0�032,
P = 0�857) or number of species in the genus (ANOVA

F1,169 = 2�75, P = 0�099) between the species recovered in the

MitoRL library and those that were not (Appendix S9).

Individual libraries (LocL#1–#10) were generated from all

specimens encountered at each local assemblage and were

composed of around 4*106 reads each, for a combined total of

40�2*106 reads, of which only 1�94*106 (4�8%) matched mito-

chondrial genomes. A total of 270 contigs above the minimal

length criteria were produced, including 46 circular genomes

and 97 genomes containing all protein-coding genes (see

assembly details in Appendices S7 and S8). The combined

assembly of all 10 libraries (CombL) produced 141 genomes

and altogether 411 contigs were obtained from LocL#1–#10
and CombL (Appendix S7). A total of 211 contigs (146 contigs

from LocLs and 65 from CombL) were included in a trimmed

cox1-centred matrix to delimit putative species with the

GMYC method. Contigs were clustered into 71 GMYC

groups, corresponding to 75 morphological species (Appendix

S5). The speciesmissing from the de novo assemblywere signifi-

cantly less abundant in the sampled assemblages (ANOVA

F1,169 = 81�48, P < 0�001), had shorter average body length

(ANOVA F1,169 = 32�972, P < 0�001) and harboured less cox1-50

haplotypes (F1,160 = 45�123, P < 0�001), but there was no sig-

nificant difference in the number of species per genus included

in the sample (ANOVA F1,169 = 2�69,P = 0�102; Appendix S9).

CHIMERIC CONTIGS ASSESSMENT

Chimera formation in the de novo assembly of bulkDNA sam-

ples (DeNovoRL) against the bona fide full circular genomes

(n = 85) of the MitoRL assembly (see Materials and methods)

resulted in detection of 10 chimeras. Affected contigs were of

any length (1218–16 312 bp), they were generated with either

assembler, they were obtained by assembling local libraries

separately and combined, and crossover points were in pro-

tein-coding, rRNA and tRNA genes and in the control region

(details in Appendix S10). Chimeric contigs represented 0�31%
(LocL) and 0�28% (CombL) of the data. If only long contigs

>3000 bp are considered, the proportion of chimeras was lar-

ger (0�5%and 1�0%, respectively).

LEAF BEETLE PHYLOGENY BASED ON MITOCHONDRIAL

GENOMES

The leaf beetle tree consisted of 171 terminals after contigs

fromDeNovoRL complemented theMitoRL and sibling con-

tigs were collapsed (Appendix S6). The data set represented

161morphological species, including six sets of ambiguous sib-

ling contigs (i.e. only present in one locality) that were not con-

catenated. The tree recovered three major clades within

Chrysomelidae (Fig. 1, Appendix S11), including the ‘eumol-

pine clade’ composed of Cassidinae, Eumolpinae and Crypto-

cephalinae (including Clytrini), the ‘sagrine clade’ represented

by Donaciinae and Criocerinae, and the ‘chrysomeline clade’

represented by Chrysomelinae and Galerucinae (including

Alticini).

SPECIES ASSEMBLAGE PROFIL ING FROM SEQUENCE

READS

We inventoried putative species present at each locality based

on the reads from each local library against the various refer-

ence libraries. Starting with MitoRL, estimated species rich-

ness at a local site ranged between 26 at HOR against 27

known species (richness estimation success = 96�3%;

PS = 97�1%, i.e. the recovery of species given false absences

and false presences) and 57 at ANC against 61 known species

(richness estimation success = 91�8%; PS = 92�0%) (Table 1).

Most false absences were attributable to the incompleteness of

the MitoRL, as no mitogenome was available for 24 species

(14% of the total). When the species without reference mitoge-

nome were removed from the calculations, the mean PS rate

across the 10 local assemblages was 97�7% � 1�0 (SD). The

remaining false absences (n = 12) affected rare species in six

genera (Appendix S12), most of which were represented by a

single specimen (n = 7). This did not prevent a large number of

true presences being observed for singleton specimens across

all 10 assemblies (n = 96; Appendix S13). False presences

(n = 27) mainly involved species of the genera Altica and

Pachybrachis, and the three contigs that could not be taxonom-

ically assigned and therefore do not add to the count of true

presences (Appendix S12).

Conducting the same analysis against the much shorter

fragments of the PCR-barcodes library, 1�08% of the mito-

chondrial reads produced successful BLAST hits. A total of

150 species were recovered (87�7% of species present in the

sampling localities), with local richness ranging from 25

(HOR) to 58 (ANC) and the PS rate between 91�9% (LAS)

and 97�7% (HOR) (Table 1). False absences were higher

(n = 56) and were not mostly attributable to the incomplete-

ness of the database, since barcodes were missing for only

six species. False absences strictly resulting from incorrect

profiling affected 49 species in 19 genera (Table 1, Appendix

S12). False presences (n = 27) occurred in 11 genera, mainly

in Altica, Calomicrus, Cryptocephalus and Lachnaia (Appen-

dix S12).

The success of species detection against the DeNovoRLwas

lower than for the other libraries. The estimated species
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richness ranged from 21 (HOR, richness estimation suc-

cess = 77�8%; PS = 94�7%) to 38 species (ANC, richness esti-

mation success = 56�7%; PS = 81�9%) (Table 1), whereby

most false absences were due to the incompleteness of the De-

NovoRL, as only 43�8% of morphological species were recov-

ered as GMYC groups. Only 10 false absences were

attributable to erroneous BLAST hits (in genera Altica, Hispa,

Galeruca and Psylliodes), while six cases were associated with

the split of a morphological species (Chrysolina quadrigemina)

into two GMYC groups (Appendix S12). All false presences

(n = 23) except one were associated with the three cases where

several morphological species had been lumped into a single

GMYCgroup (Appendix S12).

DETERMINING SPECIES ABUNDANCE FROM SEQUENCE

READS

Read counts matched to mitogenomes in the MitoRL were

highly correlated with the species biomass in all local assem-

blages combined (Pearson R = 0�80; R2 = 0�64; P < 0�001;
Fig. 2) and in each local assemblage (0�56 [EUM] < Pearson

R < 0�86 [OMA]; Table 2). The total number of reads produc-

ing BLAST hits for a given species ranged from 3 (Aphthona eu-

phorbiae, two specimens, average length = 1�7 mm) to 28 106

(Lachnaia pubescens, 57 specimens, average

length = 10�5 mm). Read counts for each species were also

highly correlated with the species biomass when matched to

the PCR-barcodes library, both for the combined assemblage
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(Pearson R = 0�83; R2 = 0�69; P < 0�001; Fig. 2) and in each

local assemblage (0�54 [EUM] < Pearson R < 0�81 [OMA],

see Table 2). The number of read hits ranged from 1 (Chaetoc-

nema hortensis, Longitarsus ibericus and Oulema rufocyanea;

all with average length ≤3�8 mm and 1 or 2 specimens) to 1516

(L. pubescens). Finally, for those species recovered in the

DeNovoRL, read counts were correlated with the species

biomass in the combined sample (Pearson R = 0�45;
R2 = 0�20; P < 0�001; Fig. 2) but yielded mixed results in the

local assemblages (0�35, non-significant [JCB] < Pearson

R < 0�82 [OMA]; Table 2). The total number of read hits for a

species ranged from127 (Hydrothassa fairmairei, 10 specimens,

average length = 4�4 mm) to 17 858 (Gonioctena olivacea, 140

specimens, average length = 4�5 mm).

ASSESSMENT OF DIVERSITY PATTERNS

Correlations between known alpha diversity and HTS-esti-

mated alpha diversity were high and significant for all profiling

methods: MitoRL (Pearson R = 0�96, P < 0�001), PCR-bar-

codes (Pearson R = 0�93, P < 0�001) and DeNovoRL (Pear-

son R = 0�84, P = 0�003). When comparing observed and

HTS-estimated values of dissimilarity, very similar values of

multiple-site compositional heterogeneity (Table 3) and high

correlations between pairwise matrices (Fig. 3) were observed

for the MitoRL and PCR-barcodes libraries, especially for

total dissimilarity (bSOR, bsor) and its turnover component

(bSIM, bsim). The DeNovoRL exhibited slightly different val-

ues of multiple-site heterogeneity and, in the case of pairwise

matrices, the lowest correlation in the nestedness component

(Pearson R = 0�59). Phylogenetic dissimilarity was correlated

with species dissimilarity (Fig. 3), although both multiple-site

values and pairwise dissimilarity values were, in general, lower

for phylogenetic dissimilarity analyses (Table 3 and Fig. 3).

Congruent dissimilarity patterns (Pearson R > 0�89) were
also observed in the comparison between the known biomass

and the biomass inferred from BLAST hits, except in the case of

dissimilarity derived from unidirectional abundance gradients

(dBC-gra; 0�23 < Pearson R < 0�38), which was non-significant

in theDeNovoRLprofiling (Fig. 4).

Discussion

We show how the recently proposed approach of shotgun

sequencing and mitogenome assembly (Zhou et al. 2013; Gil-

lett et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2015; C. And�ujar, P. Arribas, F.

Ruzicka, A. Crampton-Platt, M.J.T.N. Timmermans, A.P.

Vogler, under review; A. Crampton-Platt, M.J.T.N Timmer-

mans, M.L. Gimmel, S.N. Kutty, T.D. Cockerill, C.V. Khen,

A.P. Vogler, under review) produces solid estimates of assem-

blage composition, species abundances and evolutionary

relationships. We differentiate two ways of inventorying com-

munities, using either external reference libraries (MitoRL or

PCR-barcodes) or de novo assembly of mitogenomes from the

local assemblages themselves (DeNovoRL). Where external

data for the target taxa are not available, building a reference

database is a key step. Bulk sequencing from selected species

representatives at roughly equalDNAconcentrationmade this

step straightforward and recovered 89% of species. The long

mitogenomes also provided robust phylogenetic trees and

recovered the three major clades of Chrysomelidae first recog-

nized by G�omez-Zurita, Hunt & Vogler (2008), with high sup-

port (PP = 100). Within these clades, the tree topology is

mostly concordant withG�omez-Zurita, Hunt &Vogler (2008),

in spite of the skewed local taxon sampling relative to the

world-wide representation of that study. The strong
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methods.HTS, high-throughput sequencing.
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phylogenetic signal of whole mitogenomes for resolving fam-

ily-level relationships in Coleoptera (Timmermans et al. 2010;

Cameron 2014) provides the evolutionary context for integrat-

ing ecological and evolutionary analyses.

The alternative approach of library construction straight

from themixed samples is attractive because it does not require

additional sequencing, but library completion was only 43�8%
of species from nearly twice the amount of sequence data. The

lower assembly success and species representation were

expected from the variation in read coverage among species of

different body sizes and represented in variable numbers of

individuals.We found that read coverage varied among species

over three orders of magnitude and, as expected, low-abun-

dance species were significantly more likely to lack a mitoge-

nome in the library. A higher sequencing depth for the local

libraries would have likely increased the retrieval of contigs for

those low-abundance species. The shorter average contig length

also complicated the identification of sibling contigs corre-

sponding to non-overlapping portions of a single mitogenome.

This problem forced us to retain only contigs of unequivocal

orthology centred on the cox1 region, which reduced the spe-

cies represented in the library (some of which may have been

represented by contigs from elsewhere in themitogenome).

An additional challenge was the intraspecific variation in the

sample. Local assemblages included roughly three times as

many different haplotypes (based only on the cox1-50 region)
than the number of distinct species, and therefore, the assem-

blers were confronted with polymorphisms. However, we

found that species that were successfully assembled had signifi-

cantly greater genetic variation in the sample (Appendix S9),

probably because potential negative effects of genetic variation

on assembly were compensated for by the greater number of

reads in those species. Genetic diversity also did not have nega-

tive effects at the genus level, as there was no reduced recovery

in species-rich genera.

Another potential risk was the assembly of heterospecific

contigs, although in our data set chimeras were restricted to a

few cases only. Compared against the well-established circular

genomes, we only found 10 chimeric molecules, always

between species of the same genus. This is not an exhaustive

search for chimeras as the reference set of circular genomes is

only ~50% complete, and hence may reduce heterologous hits.

However, even if the proportion of chimeras for this subset

cannot be interpreted in absolute terms, the observed rate sug-

gests that chimera formation in de novo assembly from com-

plex natural assemblages would be very low, with no specific

preponderance in regard to contig length, assembler used,

library type and point of recombination.

SPECIES INVENTORY, ABUNDANCE AND DIVERSITY

PATTERNS

Assemblage profiling based on read matches was affected by

the completeness of species representation and fragment length

in the reference libraries. Given the high inventory completion

in the PCR-barcodes andMitoRL libraries, false absences due

to missing reference sequences were low, resulting in high pro-

filing success against the reference inventory (Table 1). While

minimally affected by missing reference genomes, the analysis

based on the PCR-barcodes library had a higher proportion of

false presences, compared with the one using the much longer

Table 3. Multiple-site taxonomic dissimilarity values and multiple-site

phylogenetic dissimilarities, according to different assemblage profiling

methods. Dissimilarities are provided both for the total dissimilarity

and for the species turnover and nestedness-resultant components

Morpho MitoRL

PCR-

barcodes DeNovoRL

Taxonomicmultiple-site

Total dissimilarity 0�825 0�822 0�813 0�766
Turnover 0�789 0�790 0�779 0�720
Nestedness resultant 0�036 0�032 0�034 0�046

Phylogeneticmultiple-site

Total dissimilarity 0�748 0�740 0�756 0�689
Turnover 0�702 0�691 0�707 0�623
Nestedness resultant 0�047 0�049 0�050 0�066

Table 2. Composition of local assemblages (total number of specimens and average number of specimens per species) and high-throughput sequenc-

ing (HTS)-based abundance estimation with different profiling methods. Pearson correlations (R) are given for the correlation between known spe-

cies biomass and estimated biomass (P < 0�001 in all cases except when indicated). Total number of BLAST hits (TH) and average number of hits per

species (AH) are also provided

Number of specimens MitoRL PCR-barcodes DeNovoRL

Total Per species R TH AH R TH AH R TH AH

ADS 273 6�7 0�709 24 536 481�1 0�747 1862 47�7 0�625 24 501 350�0
ANC 327 4�9 0�683 21 866 308�0 0�727 1562 26�9 0�508 21 984 314�1
EUM 223 5�4 0�564 17 860 343�5 0�538 1384 31�5 0�5691 17 801 258�0
HOR 156 5�8 0�812 36 506 960�7 0�754 2654 106�2 0�3752 32 700 467�1
JCB 206 5�7 0�614 33 941 722�1 0�649 2518 71�9 0�3542 25 877 375�0
LAS 336 6�0 0�779 27 978 458�7 0�753 1976 41�2 0�665 25 838 369�1
MAC 232 4�7 0�728 38 577 665�1 0�632 2516 50�3 0�614 31 606 451�5
OMA 299 6�6 0�864 24 948 430�1 0�808 1846 41�0 0�824 19 853 283�6
SAN 252 5�4 0�744 27 106 459�4 0�687 2210 49�1 0�650 17 562 250�9
TUE 303 6�3 0�802 28 134 574�2 0�681 2510 64�4 0�689 22 780 330�1
1P < 0�01; 2P > 0�05.
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MitoRL sequences with their greater power for species dis-

crimination. In comparison, the DeNovoRL library was

highly incomplete and consequently missed between a quarter

to nearly half of local species. The missing species were mostly

rare or small-bodied, as numerous reads are needed for the

generation of contigs. However, the DeNovoRL method still

provided valuable information for comparative purposes,

since it usually detected more species where there were more

and vice versa.

When assessing the relative abundance of individual species,

we observed a remarkable correlation between read numbers

and biomass, in particular for the MitoRL and PCR-barcodes

libraries-based assessments, and a lower correlation with the

DeNovoRL approach. However, when assessing individual

assemblages, the correlation varied more strongly among the

three reference sets, presumably due to stochasticity linked to

small sample size. Our assessment may be affected by the crude

design of the experiment, which relied on semiquantitative,

non-destructive DNA extraction (Baselga, G�omez-Rodr�ıguez

& Vogler, 2015) and biomass estimates from average body

length, which itself was taken from values given in the litera-

ture, rather than from measurements of specimens used. Yet,

the close correlation is very encouraging for sequence-based

studies of abundances in natural communities, in particular

when large numbers of specimens are analysed in bulk.

Regarding taxonomic and phylogenetic dissimilarity among

assemblages (i.e. beta diversity patterns), the MitoRL and

PCR-barcodes data recovered the reference patterns with great

accuracy. The analysis using the DeNovoRL library was likely

affected by the taxonomic loss in the assemblage profiling that

resulted in an underestimate of overall taxonomic and phylo-

genetic heterogeneity, in particular in the turnover component

(i.e. substitution of one species by another). This finding was

expected from the lower detection rate of rare species that
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usually increase dissimilarity between assemblages. Moreover,

the DeNovoRL approach poorly captured the dissimilarity

pattern derived by unidirectional abundance gradients, imply-

ing that even in assemblages with similar composition, this

approach was unable to capture the variation in species abun-

dances. Finally, for all approaches, the generally good agree-

ment of inferred dissimilarity with the reference pattern was

probably related to the high true dissimilarity of local assem-

blages in the data set (i.e. 73% of bsim pairwise comparisons

>0�50) as the effects of incomplete sampling are expected to be

worse in highly similar communities, where we would expect to

lose shared species and thus incorrectly increase dissimilarity.

Conclusions

HTS of whole assemblages is likely to transform the analysis of

complex biodiversity samples. We show that species richness,

abundance and phylogenetic relationships can be reliably esti-

mated from specimen mixtures. Mitochondrial genomes are a

unique resource for assembly from mixed metagenomes, while

the remaining >90% of the metagenome potentially also pro-

vide valuable information on species diversity and comparative

genomics, but their assembly is far less straightforward

(B. linard, A. Crampton-Platt, M.J.T.N. Timmermans, A.P.

Vogler, under review). The leaf beetles studied here are real-

world natural assemblages that include closely related species

represented by multiple haplotypes, and the analysis of several

assemblages permits comparisons of species richness and com-

munity dissimilarity. Because they had been well characterized

with conventional methods, they provide information about

the degree to which imperfect community inventories still

recover the true biodiversity patterns. The approach can be

applied to any group of organisms with non-recombining

organelle genomes, although larger genomes, for example

those of chloroplasts, constitute greater challenges, not least

due to lower sequence variation that hampers the unequivocal

assembly of close relatives. A critical question is the need for a

reference library against which to conduct the read-based com-

munity profiling.While the added power of an external (or cus-

tom-designed) database was very apparent in the current

study, the principal biodiversity patterns were already revealed

against the (limited) set of contigs generated from the ‘speci-

men soup’ itself, at least for those species contributing substan-

tially to the biomass. The good success rate with barcode data

is also encouraging, as these databases currently approach

three million records (Cristescu 2014). While these sequences
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Fig. 4. Scatterplots of the relationship between abundance-based pairwise dissimilarity values derived from morphological species data and values
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remain poor for phylogenetics (e.g. Klopfstein, Kropf &

Quicke 2010), the full mitogenomes provided strongly sup-

ported trees even at deep levels and also improved the accuracy

of species discrimination.
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